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AVERAGE NUCLEAR POTENTIALS FROMSELFCONSISTENT SEMICLASSICAL CALCULATIONS�J. BartelInstitut de Reherhes Subatomiques, (Université Louis Pasteur)Strasbourg, Frane(Reeived January 13, 1999)Using the selfonsistent semilassial Extended Thomas�Fermi (ETF)method up to 4th order in onnetion with Skyrme fores it is demon-strated that the neutron and proton average potentials obtained using thesemilassial funtionals � (ETF)[�℄ and ~J (ETF)[�℄ reprodue the orrespond-ing Hartree�Fok �elds extremely well, exept for shell osillations in thenulear enter.PACS numbers: 21.60.EvThe semilassial Extended Thomas�Fermi method has been extremelysuessful in desribing average nulear properties [1℄, of the Liquid-Dropor Droplet-model type, ranging from binding energies over radii, nuleardeformation and �ssion properties to the desription of low-lying olletiveexitations suh as giant resonanes. Starting from the Wigner�Kirkwoodexpansion whih expresses densities suh as the loal density �q, the kinetienergy density �q or the spin-orbit density ~Jq, fq = n; pg, in a power se-ries in ~ and gradient terms of the average potential, one is able to invertthese series expansions to express e.g. �q as a funtional of �q. For e�e-tive nuleon-nuleon interations suh as those of the Skyrme type [2℄ whihexpress the total energy of the nulear system as a funtional of the abovementioned densities �q, �q and ~Jq one is then able within the ETF approahto write the total energy as a funtional of the loal densities �n and �palone. In its selfonsistent version the ETF approah orresponds then to adensity-variational alulation where the variational quantities are the neu-tron and proton densities instead of single-partile wave funtions as is thease in the Hartree�Fok (HF) method.� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (803)



804 J. BartelWhereas nulear binding energies obtained in this way have been shown toreprodue very well the average Liquid-Drop type energy as an be obtainedfor a given nuleus and a given nulear interation from a Strutinski averagedHF alulation [1, 3℄, the form of the entral potentials Vq, have never beenexpliitly investigated. It might however be interesting to look at these po-tentials and their reprodution by semilassial methods, espeially in theperspetive of studying their dependene on rotation and nulear exita-tion. It would indeed be interesting to know, how to hange the parametersof a model potential as widely used as a Woods�Saxon mean �eld whengoing from a old non-rotating nuleus to an exited one (haraterized bya nulear temperature T) [4℄ whih is rotating with an angular frequeny !(angular momentum L) [5℄.The present ontribution is meant as a �rst step in this diretion, namely toestablish the validity and test the quality of the ETF approah what nulearmean �elds are onerned.For e�etive nuleon-nuleon interations of the Skyrme type (see e.g. [6℄and referenes therein) the nulear energy density is written asE(~r)= ~22m�+ t02 ��1 + x02 � �2 ��x0 + 12� (�2n + �2p)�+ t312��� ��1 + x32 � �2��x3 + 12� (�2n + �2p)�+14 ht1 �1 + x12 �+ t2 �1 + x22 �i�� � + 14 ��t1�x1 + 12�+ t2�x2 + 12�� (�n�n + �p�p)+ 116 h3t1 �1 + x12 �� t2 �1 + x22 �i (~r�)2� 116 �3t1�x1 + 12�+ t2�x2 + 12��� h(~r�n)2 + (~r�p)2i+ W02 h ~J � ~r�+ ~Jn � ~r�n + ~Jp � ~r�pi ;where non-indexed quantities like � are the sum of neutron and proton densi-ties �=�n+�p. In the ETF approah the kineti energy densities �q and thespin-orbit densities ~Jq, fq = n; pg for protons and neutrons an be writtenas funtionals of the orresponding loal densities �q� (ETF)q [�q℄ = � (TF)q [�q℄ + � (2)q [�q℄ + � (4)q [�q℄and ~J (ETF)q [�q℄ = ~J (2)q [�q℄ + ~J (4)q [�q℄ :



Average Nulear Potentials from Selfonsistent Semilassial Calulations 805The Thomas�Fermi expression for the kineti energy density is well known� (TF)q [�q℄ = 35(3�2)2=3 �5=3q ;whereas the semilassial orretion to � of order ~2 is a sum of 6 terms� (2)q [�q℄ = 136 (~r�q)2�q + 13��q + 16 ~r�q � ~rfqfq + 16�q�fqfq � 112�q ~rfqfq !2+12 �2m~2 �2 �q ~Wqfq!2 :As the spin is a pure quantal objet there is no ontribution to the spin-orbitdensity at the TF level and one has in seond order simply~J (2)q [�q℄ = �2m~2 ~Wqfq �q :The quantities fq and ~Wq are the e�etive mass and spin-orbit form fatorswhih will be de�ned below. The 4th order orretions to � [�℄ and ~J [�℄ arequite lengthy. They had been used in a partial integrated form in [1℄, buthave been derived reently [7℄ from the semilassial expansions given inreferene [8℄.

Fig. 1. Comparison of selfonsistent neutron and proton HF (solid line) and ETFdenities (dashed line) for 208Pb alulated with the SLy4 Skyrme fore.



806 J. BartelAs mentioned before, selfonsistent semilassial (density variational)alulations an be performed to obtain ground-state properties of nulei.The semilassial densities that minimize the total Skyrme ETF energy areshown in Fig. 1 for 208Pb obtained with the Skyrme fore SLy4 [9℄. Onenoties a very reasonable reprodution of the HF densities obtained for thesame nuleus with the same fore, exept for shell osillations in the nu-lear bulk, osillations whih by de�nition are absent from the semilassial(liquid-drop type) densities. What seems important is that the nulear sur-fae is very well reprodued. An agreement of the same quality is obtainedfor other nulei and other Skyrme fores suh as SIII [10℄ and SkM� [6℄.Enouraged by this result one an investigate the reprodution of the HFnulear entral potentials Vq(~r), the spin-orbit and e�etive-mass form fa-tors ~Wq(~r) and fq(~r)= mm�q(~r) mentioned above. They are given by funtionalderivatives of the above given energy density. One obtains the followingexpressionsVq(~r) = ÆE(~r)Æ�q(~r) = t0 ��1+x02 � ���x0 + 12� �q�+ t36 �� ��1 + x32 � ���x3 + 12� �q�+ t312����1� ��1 + x32 � �2 ��x3 + 12� (�2n + �2p)�+14 ht1 �1 + x12 �+ t2 �1 + x22 �i �+14 ��t1�x1 + 12�+ t2�x2 + 12�� �q�18 h3t1 �1 + x12 �� t2 �1 + x22 �i ~r2�+18 �3t1�x1+12�+ t2�x2 + 12�� ~r2�q � W02 hdiv ~J + div ~Jqi :~Wq(~r) = ÆE(~r)Æ ~Jq(~r) = W02 ~r(�+ �q)andfq(~r) = 2m~2 ÆE(~r)Æ�q(~r) = 1 + 2m~2 �14 ht1 �1 + x12 �+ t2 �1 + x22 �i �(~r)�14 �t1�x1 + 12�� t2�x2 + 12�� �q(~r)� :
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the neutron and proton entral potentials Vn and Vp.That the e�etive mass form fator fq(~r) and the spin-orbit potential ~Wq(~r)will be well reprodued is quite obvious from the quality of the agreement ofHF and semilassial densities. The ability of the semilassial funtionalsto reprodue to a high degree of auray the nulear mean �elds Vn(~r) andVp(~r) is muh less evident. This is however the ase as shown on �gure 2.One noties that already at the TF level the semilassial average po-tentials look fairly reasonable. Going to seond order in the semilassialorretion yield already nulear mean �elds whih are almost undistinguish-able from the orresponding HF results. Inluding fourth order orretionsturn out to give a pratially idential result. The di�erene between thepotentials inluding up to seond or up to forth order terms is invisible on�gure 2.As nulear struture alulations using semilassial methods are muhmore diretly obtained than orresponding HF alulations it is now inter-esting, as already mentioned in the introdution, to study in a systematiway the dependene of nulear average potentials on both nulear temper-ature and angular frequeny for rotating nulei. Investigations along theselines are under way. REFERENCES[1℄ M. Brak, C. Guet, H.-B. Håkansson, Phys. Rep. 123, 275 (1985).[2℄ D. Vautherin, D.M. Brink, Phys. Rev. C5, 626 (1972).[3℄ M. Brak, P. Quentin, Nul. Phys. A361, 35 (1981).[4℄ J. Bartel, M. Brak, M. Durand, Nul. Phys. A445, 263 (1985).
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